
Delta has embarked on a full-fleet interior renovation of its B777 aircraft, bringing more luxury, comfort and choice 

to customers on some of the airline’s longest flights. Enhanced B777-200LR service will start from Sydney to Los 

Angeles effective April 16, 2019.

Delta’s new-look B777 aircraft will feature the award-winning Delta One® Suites, the new Delta Premium Select 

cabin and the widest Main Cabin seats of Delta's international fleet, among other interior upgrades. Every seat 

features individual in-seat entertainment and personal power ports.

The Delta One Suite will be the first all-suite business class cabin on flights from Australia to the United States. 

Delta One Suites offer a private, personal experience, with a full-height door for enhanced privacy and comfort and 

a fully flat-bed seat with direct aisle access.

Delta Premium Select customers enjoy more personal space with up to 38 inches of pitch, seat width of 18.5 

inches, seven inches of recline and adjustable leg and head rests. There are also pillows, blankets and TUMI 

amenity kits to give them all the travel essentials they need to settle in.



An enhanced travel experience 

• Delta Premium Select will debut on Delta’s Boeing 777 fleet from 16 April, 2019

• Delta Premium Select will offer an enhanced travel experience with additional space, service and upgraded 

amenities.

Comfort is key

• Wider seats will feature expansive legroom and adjustable leg and head rests, enabling customers to stretch 

out and find their perfect fit.

• Customers can arrive well-rested thanks to a Westin Heavenly In-Flight Blanket and TUMI amenity kit with 

travel essentials including Malin+Goetz lotion giving them all the travel essentials they need to settle in. 

Exceptional dining experience

• Menus are inspired by fresh, seasonal flavors.

• Customers will enjoy premium flatware and glass stemware by Italian designer Alessi. 

Enhanced entertainment and connectivity 

• Delta Premium Select will feature an in-flight entertainment screen that is among the largest in its class, 

allowing customers to stay entertained with Delta Studio’s industry-leading library of movies, shows and games. 

• Customers can stay connected with Wi-Fi on all flights.

• Seats feature power ports that are available for large and small devices, while convenient storage options keep 

them within reach.



• 296 seats total, including seating for 28 in the Delta One suites, 48 in the Delta Premium Select cabin and 
220 in Main Cabin

• 9-abreast seating in Main Cabin versus the industry norm of 10 across

• Seatback entertainment screens throughout with Delta Studio and thousands of hours of content — free of 
charge across all cabins

• Full-spectrum LED ambient lighting with customized lighting schemes depending on phase of flight





HIGHLIGHTS

• Delta One Suites – designed with emphasis on 

exceptional customer comfort and privacy.

• The Delta One suite will offer each customer a private 

space accessed by a sliding door with thoughtfully 

designed personal stowage areas, an in-flight 

entertainment system and premium trim and finishes to 

create an unparalleled business class experience with a 

comfortable feel.

• Delta One service also includes the features Delta 

customers have grown to expect, such as chef-curated 

meals, wine pairings by Delta’s Master Sommelier 

Andrea Robinson, Westin Heavenly In-Flight Bedding, 

noise-canceling headsets, TUMI amenity kits featuring 

Kiehl’s Since 1851 premium skincare, and in-flight 

loungewear on select flights.

• BOOKING CLASS: I, D, C, J





HIGHLIGHTS

• More personal space with up to 38 inches of pitch, up to 
19 inches of width, up to seven inches of recline and 
adjustable leg and head rests.

• Westin Heavenly® In-Flight Blanket with pillow and a 
TUMI amenity kit featuring Malin+Goetz Travel 
Essentials.

• Pre-departure beverage service followed by fresh, 
seasonal menu selections presented with Alessi service 
ware designed exclusively for Delta.

• An up to 13.3-inch, high resolution in-flight 
entertainment screen that is among the largest in its 
class, allowing customers to stay entertained with Delta 
Studio’s industry-leading library of complimentary 
movies, shows and games, and noise-cancelling 
headphones.

• In-seat power ports for large and small devices and 
convenient storage to keep them within reach.

• Sky Priority service, which includes faster check-in, 
accelerated security, premium boarding and expedited 
baggage service.

• BOOKING CLASSES: G, A, P





https://news.delta.com/delta-emphasizes-
customer-comfort-first-refreshed-777-200er


